Relevance of key quantum information measures for analysis of quantum systems is discussed. It is argued that possible ways of measuring quantum information are based on compatibility/incompatibility of the quantum states of a quantum system, resulting in the coherent information and introduced here the compatible information measures, respectively. A sketch of an information optimization of a quantum experimental setup is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
The field of quantum information was born at the same time the basic laws of quantum physics had been established and since that time it plays an important role in physics. One could even say that quantum information theory was established prior the classical Shannon information theory. In favour of this, Bloch interpretation of the wave function or information meaning of the quantum collapse postulate could be mentioned.1 Moreover, any quantum effect, i.e., essentially microscopic process of atom's spontaneous emission or macroscopic superconductivity transition, is associated with the corresponding process of quantum information transmission. Although importance of the quantum information concept was recognized long ago, not much attention has been paid to its practical importance until now, when modern experiments in quantum optics provide detailed control over quantum states of quantum systems. This allow us not only to think about quantum information as of an abstract concept, but apply it to real quantum systems and real experiments.
Sometimes it is expostulated that in physics one should necessarily deal with physical values, and if dealing only with physical states it is not physics but mathematics. Yet it is not true-whenever the states are specified as the states of a physical model, they provide physically meaning information. As an example, let us discuss an operator A in Hubert space H as a representation of a physical variable. Then, writing A as a spectral decomposition A = A I ) (I we represent it with two types of mathematical objects: A,-, the possible physical values, and In), the corresponding physical states. The latter contain the most general type of physical information on physical events regardless of the values The most general concept of classical information is the information theory introduced by Shannon.2'3 This very elegant theory is based on the specific property of classical ensembles, which follows from the basic principles of quantum physics. This property is the reproducibility of classical events: statistically there is no difference either you have at input and output physically the same system or its informationally equivalent copies. The latter case is impossible in quantum world, which gives a rise to a discussion whether the Shannon (1)
This definition yet demands additional justifying in terms revealing an operational meaning of the density matrix, which is given in a self-consistent quantum theory as a result of averaging of a pure state in a compound system over the auxiliary variables. Then, Eq. (1) To complete the general structure of the information system, an information channel \f with the attached noisy environment E should be added (Fig. 2a) .1'
The definition of the coherent information for a general type of channel reads as11 (2) where I is the identical superoperator applied to the variables of the reference system. The second term is the entropy exchange, which is non-zero due to the exchange between the subsystems A+R and E, which is when N I. Channel superoperator N transforms the states of input A according to the equation Let us then specify A as the reference system and B as the output for a given joint density matrix fiAB as it is shown in Fig. 3 . The input B0 and the channel .,V are not introduced explicitly but through their action, resulting in the given density matrix PAB. The pure state '1AB0 of the input-reference system and the channel superoperator .iV should obey the equation
This Then, the corresponding one-time coherent information can be defined as
which by contrast with the quantity (4) Fig. 4b . '9 The total optimum rate is R0 = O.178'y. Thus, the process of atomphoton field information exchange sets the corresponding rate limit on using the coherent information stored in the A-systems. The order of its magnitude is given by the decay rate of the excited state, while an exact value depends on the partial decay rates 'Y1,2 of the A-system transitions. At the limit of a two-level radiative system, yi = 0 or 72 = 0, the optimum rate is equal to 0.3167.
COMPATIBLE INFORMATION
For one-time average values, one can restrict representation of quantum internal incompatibility in an equivalent form of classical probability distribution on the quantum states of interest. Then, for the probability measure P(do) = (cVI PA a) dVa (7) on the space of all quantum states the average value of an operator A = > I) ( 
The corresponding Shannon information I = S[P(dc)] + S{P(d/9)] -S[P(da, df3)] defines then the compatible information measure. 22 The physical meaning of the compatible information depends on the specific choice of the measurement and represents the quantum information on input obtainable from the output via the POVMs, which select the information of interest in the classical form of the corresponding c and 3 variables, the information carriers.
Let us consider the case when c and fi enumerate all the quantum states of HA and HB , in accordance with Eq. (8) . In this case, compatible information is distributed over all quantum states and associated with the internal quantum uncertainty, which is taken into account in the distribution (7). Specifically, quantum correlations due to the possible entanglement between A and B are taken into account in the joint probability (9 ( i) the system dynamic parameters a,
(ii) the system dynamic states a).
For the choice (i) , the required information goal can be achieved with the use of the dynamical evolution operators UA (a) , which in its turn may depend on the controlling parameters c. A priory information on a is included in a proper chosen probability measure ,a(da) . Corresponding superoperator A is then can be written as A = f Aa(da) with Aa (UA(a) U1(a))E, (11) where symbol 0 denotes the place to substitute with the transformed density matrix and brackets denote averaging over the noise environment.
For the choice (ii) the required information goal can be achieved with the use of the measurement superoperator transformation composed of superoperators
The corresponding sum A = 
